Slash buffet. bamax.it

style source

Filigrana pendant.
establishedandsons.com

Figueroa dining chair.
insidherland.com
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Michelle wall mirror.
sp01design.com

For one week each year,
Salone del Mobile, the
biggest event in the
design calendar, attracts
interior enthusiasts from
across the globe

Bowy sofa. cassina.com

Eileen bar table.
sp01design.com
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Wing bar table and stools.
vondom.com
Onyx sideboard.
muranti.com

Cabinet de Curiosite’. bonaldo.it
Arkad ottoman. zilioaldo.it

Everest console.
albinomiranda.pt

Sebastian sofa. blacktiesofas.it

Lotus center table.
albinomiranda.pt
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Cyclades table.
edra.com

Ki Ash screen.
gallottiradice.it

Inspiring Trees wall lamp.
insidherland.com

Lotus center table.
the-privatelabel.com
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Rea pendant.
paolocastelli.com

Stonehenge console.
bocadolobo.com

Salone
del Mobile
— Retro
Nostalgia

T

Claude coffee tables.
paolocastelli.com

Jade dining table.
albinomiranda.pt

he Salone del Mobile showcases the latest and
greatest furniture designs in visually stunning
displays, along with quality craftsmanship and
innovations. This year didn’t disappoint with
its celebration of captivating and intricate
decorative details where retro designs took centre stage.
Circular shapes were all the rage, from sofas and chairs to
lighting and coffee tables — curvy is in! There was a definite move
towards softness and comfort, which introduced a feminine and
romantic charm. Low, puffy, curved and plumped shapes
referenced 1970s disco, while fringing and velvet sofas evoked
1950s glamour.
In a revival of 1970s style, shades of orange were, without a
doubt, the leading colours this year. Green was another dominant Gatsby chair. smania.it
hue, from emerald and forest green to mint, sage and moss green.
All shades were present in both indoor and outdoor furnishings.
Grey tones, which have dominated our interiors for the past
decade, were replaced by warmer hues of beige and chocolate
brown. Bold pops of fire engine red and royal blue were also on
display, replacing the more minimal palette of previous seasons.
After a strong comeback in 2017, marble was again a feature
and it looks like it is here to stay for some time. White marble
was hard to find, with coloured exotic marbles and onyx stealing
the show. Exotic timbers have come back with inlays and colours
brought to life through resins, waxes and natural oils, which have
been left to penetrate the timber without obscuring its knots and
grain. This year’s Salone del Mobile has placed timber in a new
light as artisans experiment with its forms, process and use.
This marks a new path for this age-old material with exciting
new interpretations.
Overall, the well-structured designs on show married comfort
with quality and aesthetic appeal, with an unusual edge.

Atoll sofa. bebitalia.com

Midnight pendant.
paolocastelli.com

Massimo Speroni

Massimo Speroni is the head
designer of Melbourne-based
interior design studio MASSIMO
Interiors. He grew up in Milan, Italy,
Taliesin armchair. cassina.com
and has an instinct for innovative
design concepts and elegant finishes
that bring a sense of personality and
completion to any home.
massimointeriors.com.au
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Glory console. pouenat.fr

style source

Red secret 4 console.
vgnewtrend.it

Rose Quartz suspension lamp.
muranti.com
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Sophie armchair. gallottiradice.it
Elipse chair. zanotta.it

Vitra stand. vitra.com

900 Harlequin chair.
tekhne.it

Justine cabinet.
jcpuniverse.com

Buddy 214 ottoman. pedrali.it

Filzka chair.
alotofbrasil.com.br

Seagram table lamp.
insidherland.com
080 Caura chair. tekhne.it

Brera chair. misuraemme.it
Orion sofa.
scarletsplendour.com
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Archetipo Kitchen. lottocento.it

Pure Kitchen. siematic.com

Ginger Kitchen.
scic.it/fendi-cucine

style source
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Quanto functional corner.
haecker-kuechen.de

Lano Schema Kitchen.
rational.de

Hidden integrated
sink. arrital.com

EuroCucina
— The Future
of Kitchens

Unit Kitchen, integrated
sink detail. cesar.it

Factory Kitchen, antique timber
doors. keysbabo.com

Slash Kitchen. bamax.it

Mutina Kitchen.
cucinelube.it
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T
Inside System Kitchen.
ernestomeda.com

Artematica Kitchen, logica
storage system. valcucine.com

his biennial event, dedicated to
kitchen design, exhibited the latest
designs trends and developments in
appliances and smart technology.
Light and white kitchens are no
longer in vogue — dark and moody colours are
currently trending in kitchen design. Together
with matt finishes and exciting accents, these
designs have a refined urban flair. Plenty of glass
is coupled with noble materials such as oak,
chocolate walnut and dark marble benchtops.
Transparency and layering are used to open some
shelving and storage spaces while hiding others.
Sliding tops cover sinks when not in use and gas
hobs float atop counters, free from the surrounding
plates. Luxurious design features such as brass
edges to cabinets and countertops accentuate
modern simplicity and elegance.
This year, the biggest trend was the
hidden component. With its close proximity and
connection to the surrounding living areas, the
kitchen’s greatest offering was its ability to hide
or camouflage some of its basic functions. The
result is an impeccably organised area paired

with open shelving displays (in the manner of
bookcases) that blur the line between kitchen
and living space.
Benchtops were elongated to allow space for
accessories and additional elements such as cutting
boards and metal grills. Splashbacks were replaced
with hidden shallow storage solutions where doors
move upwards or slide across to reveal a workspace.
These work areas were combined with new
functions and high-tech accessories, such as USB
sockets and shelves for iPads or tablets to be used
near cooking spaces.
Strong use of LED lighting to illuminate
splashbacks and chromo-therapy contributed
to the overall atmosphere. Display cabinets
with clear or smoked glass doors offered the
perfect space for LED lighting to highlight
beautiful objet d’art.
Smart appliances save time and energy thanks to
the integration of Wi-Fi technology. Through the
use of remote devices, a dialogue between man
and machine is created, allowing the control and
activation of kitchen appliances from wherever you
are. Integration also seems to be the key word.
home design
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VVD Kitchen.
dada-kitchens.com

style source
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Cima XL Pitt Cooking gas hobs.
beeck-kuechen.de

Inside drawer system.
ernestomeda.com

Estivale Kitchen, modular
shelving. keysbabo.com
Metall Kitchen. rational.de

Estivale Kitchen. keysbabo.com

Tiznar Kitchen, LED
pot drawers. doca.es

KU45 worktop, integrated
Emperador marble sink.
keysbabo.com
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Introverso basin. antoniolupi.it

Monreale 3D tiles. lithea.it

style source

Acquerello basin. valdama.it

Strato 3D tiles. lithea.it
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Narciso mini vanity.
ceramicacielo.com

Inciso tap collection. gessi.com

Frame vanity. ex-t.com

Craft 2.0 wall-mounted marble
vanity. novello.it

Salone
del Bagno
— Living
Bathroom

T

he newest of the exhibitions, focused on bathroom design, is also
a biennial event alongside EuroCucina. The event transformed the
bathroom from a space of utility to a room with a compelling identity;
a smooth continuation of interior living.
The move towards colour continues in the bathroom, not only
through tiles, but also basins and toilets. Organic-shaped design elements
emphasise the value of natural materials with new treated timber finishes, stainless
steel and stone. Innovative solutions for integrated storage units and shelving
systems bring new functionality.
One of the standout design features was the freestanding washbasin. Whether
carved from solid pieces of marble, or crafted using a variety of sculptural and
textural techniques, the natural soft and rounded designs were teamed with
cabinetry, creating a furniture piece worthy of any living space. Transparent resins, in
several chromatic options, made their way into this year’s bathroom designs and are
likely to be a feature for years to come. Washbasins and freestanding baths were still
the leading statements, giving modern bathrooms an air of openness and elegance.
In the realm of tapware, there was an increasing dominance of metal finishes
that have moved on from chrome, hinting at the warm tones of brass. It’s a classic
look that won’t go out of fashion as rose gold has. Other popular finishes were aged
brass, bronze, nickel, copper and the silky effects of burnishing. Coloured taps have
recently enjoyed a revival, particularly in black and white, but also in loud primary
colours that haven’t been seen since the mid-1970s.
There has been a move away from traditional high-gloss finishes. Ceramic 3D
printing, porcelain stoneware coverings and carved marble tiles offer textured and
patterned surfaces. Wallpaper has also made its way into the bathroom with wet
system wallpapers conquering the absolute dominance of tiles.
Overall, the focus was concentrated on ergonomic principles, colours
and accessories that stimulate the emotions and underscore the feeling of
wellness achieved in this much-used space. HD

Blonde Crazy bathtub. blubleu.it

Suede bathroom
collection. cerasa.it

Ducale tile in onyx and
glass inlay. kreoo.com

PITTORICA tiles.
ceramicabardelli.com

Grandtour bathtub. raspel.it

Bucket sinks.
scarabeoceramica.com
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Rome washbasin
collection. noorth.it

style source
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Mode Lux countertop
washbasin. glassdesign.it

Bubbles freestanding
washbasin. kreoo.com

Chrono Series 38. cabasadesign.com
Roma freestanding washbasin in
Light Sky Onyx. kreoo.com
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Albume freestanding
washbasin. antoniolupi.it

Wet system wallpaper.
wallanddeco.com

Equilibrio tap. gessi.com

